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IMQA
Mobile Performance Management Solution
IMQA analyzes the root causes of various failures, which may be
difficult to resolve through crash reports alone. Analyze your mobile
app’s performance in a user orientated environment.
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Mobile Performance Management Solution
Analyze Across All Layers of Mobile
IMQA MPM can track all layers and single details of your mobile apps.
Crash with other services

Relate with Users Environment

Resource Usage Analysis

Issue Diagnosis Code Level

Improve the quality and stability of
mobile apps rapidly.
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User Environment-oriented Performance Analysis
You can discover the root cause of failures through linked analysis of various indicators, such as User Activity,
screens, processes, analysis of the operating system version, and regions and types of devices used.

Resource Usage Analysis
IMQA MPM pinpoints which fields are using a large amount CPU, memory, network, Native/WebView UI rendering,
and other such resources.

Issue Diagnosis and Code Level Analysis
IMQA MPM compares the root cause of the failures with the stack information to analyze the resource usage and
overall correlation, allowing it to define the cause of the mobile application’s problems clearly.

Statistics and Reports
Print analysis reports in any period format, whether it be as a daily report, a weekly report, or even a monthly report.

IMQA = MPM (Mobile Performance Management) + Crash Report (Analyze Issues)

Have you concerned about
your mobile app's performance?
IMQA is a Mobile Performance Management Solution that enhances
the quality of End to End by handling pre-launch status, error collection,
and user monitoring.

IMQA is the first MPM on a source code level analysis in

Determine the cause of problems and tracking the

the world. Enhance the quality of your service through

relation with resource usage immediately when the

monitoring all layers of mobile platforms. In addition,

mobile app has closed unexpectedly. IMQA Crash is not

analysis of various perspectives about the causes of

confined to collection of data in specific markets and

problems and solve them immediately.

regions, unlike other solutions.
(Supported SaaS and On-Premise)
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Once implemented, IMQA will make a clear difference.

Monitor your apps with IMQA
tailored corporate infrastructure
environments in real time.
Concentrate on your business.
We provide optimal monitoring solutions for managers of various divisions.

Operate mobile apps
works stably

Quantified
performance basis

Service Admin

Project Manager

Analyze the causes of
failure and solve the
problems rapidly

Developer

Consider
customer’s satisfaction

Customer Admin

Customers who have chosen us and trusted.

We support various installation-type environments customized for corporate infrastructure and fast operation
environments. Expert consultants will be available to answer any detailed questions you may have.
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